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Abstract

Facial aging simulation and animation are aspiring
goals and challenging tasks because the growth and ag-
ing processes are greatly influence the facial shape and
its structure. The face structure, the size of the bones,
and the skin texture change, the skin fattens or sags, wrin-
kles appear and even muscular activities change in terms
of intensity. This paper proposes a novel facial anima-
tion algorithm with two techniques integrating such items.
These techniques discuss the facial deformation based on
the face anthropometry theory and simulates wrinkle with
what we call the BRDF (Bidirectional Reflectance Distri-
bution Function) quotient image technique. Given some
neutral face � , the idea is to capture two characteristics
of � with advancing years. The first is the geometric de-
formation details like skin texture given in� after passing
years. The second is the anthropometric data change that
developed in the face anthropometry measurements theory.
Then, together with warping technique we map these char-
acteristics to any other particular person’s face in order
to generate more expressive and convincing facial senil-
ity. The original contribution and advantages of this pa-
per compared with the other proposed methods are that,
the proposed techniques are simple to implement, reliable
in which they require only one source image without need-
ing to collect a lot of images and their computations are
fast enough for an interactive environment. Experimental
results demonstrate our approach with a variety of facial
aging animation.
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Graduate School of Information Science & Engineering,
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1. Introduction

One of the most elusive goals in computer animation
is the realistic animation of the human face. Human face
modeling and animation are very complex tasks because of
the physical structure of the face and the dynamics involv-
ing its psychological and behavioral aspects. After passing
years there are a lot of changes in the face that called facial
senility or facial aging. Transforming facial images along
perceived dimensions (such as age, gender, race, or health)
has wide applications. They include animations, automated
face recognitions, educations, entertainments, telecommu-
nications, criminal objects (like finding murders after num-
ber of years), finding missing peoples and they used for
medical surgery and reconstruction of face [11, 27]. Fa-
cial aging is one of the natural phenomena which will hap-
pened in the person’s face. Observation of the details, such
as expressive wrinkles, marks of aging, and conversational
signals in the speech, is an important feature of understand-
ing human faces. Wrinkles are important for understanding
and interpreting facial expression and also major aspects in
determining age. As skin changes with age, wrinkles ap-
pear and become permanent and more pronounced. Human
faces are distinctively individual, and so are the wrinkles
on them. This paper focuses on the simulation of realistic
facial aging by concentrating on the medical aspects of the
facial deformation and the appearance of wrinkle.

The paper is organized as follows. Section� , reviews
some of the previous work in wrinkle simulation with skin
modeling and aging with some discussions of the simula-
tion problems. Section� , provides a brief summary of the
medical face anthropometry theory which we have used.
Section	 , introduces our proposed techniques for facial de-
formation, wrinkle simulation and aging animation. Some
experimental results with discussion are given in section
 .
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Finally, conclusion and direction for future work are dis-
cussed in section� .

2 Previous Work and Problems

Wrinkle simulation with skin modeling and aging are ex-
tremely important in enhancing the realism of human figure
models. Varied models are used to simulate skin deforma-
tion for different purposes. There are geometric models,
physically-based models and biomechanical models using
either particle system, or continuous system. Ishii et al. [10]
proposed a geometric model of micro wrinkle which uses a
curved surface on a based on a polygon for expressing folds
and ridges. Other extensions and improvements methods
have been reported in [18, 2, 20, 12].

The idea of changing object appearance with only im-
age information has been investigated recently by various
researchers in both computer vision and graphics commu-
nities. Liu et al. [28] used the image ratio between a neutral
face and an expression face of the same person to modify a
different person’s neutral face image and generate facial ex-
pression details. Given a face under two different lighting
conditions and another face under the first lighting condi-
tion, Shashua et al. [30] used quotient image to generate
an image of the second face under the second lighting con-
dition. Stoschek [29] incorporates image morphing into the
image synthesis process for photo-realistic re-rendering of
faces at arbitrary illumination and pose directions. Another
class of techniques based on morphing and their extensions
are discussed in [3, 5, 9, 33]. There were a few efforts for
the dynamic model of wrinkles. Viaud et al. [15] have pre-
sented a generic hybrid model for the formation of expres-
sive wrinkles, where bulges are modeled as spline segments.

Although, we have some techniques for wrinkle simu-
lation with skin modeling and aging, model based on the
complete description of the head’s anatomy doesn’t exist
because of its complexity as well as the compromise be-
tween interactive speed and realism. Texture mapping of-
fers a good simulation of static wrinkles, but constructing
visually interesting bump maps requires practices and artis-
tic skills [2]. On the other hand, there is no method in which
the texture image modified as a function of skin deforma-
tion. A physically based approach [14] can offer a better
simulation of wrinkle formation, but if it requires geometri-
cal modeling of the wrinkles it may be expensive. Cloning
method and aging simulation in a family [12] generate ag-
ing wrinkles on the faces of the son and daughter. Although,
this method offered a good simulation of skin aging and
wrinkles, its assumption is not satisfied for all families be-
cause similarity can not be recognized in all families. Car-
icaturing technique [3, 5] suffers from average face depen-

dency and needs a collection of multiple images of different
faces to form the average one.

The original contribution of this paper compared with
the previous mentioned work is given in terms of the fol-
lowing advantages. First, the proposed techniques are ef-
ficient in time complexity, simple to implement, relatively
easy, and reliable in which they require only one source im-
age without needing to collect a lot of images. Second, they
are local. By local we mean that, wrinkling effects caused
by deformations are confined the deformed areas. Third,
they provide a simple way to capture the geometrical de-
tails founded in images without any constraints and map
them smoothly to other images. Finally, their computations
are fast enough for an interactive environment.

3 Face Anthropometry Theory

In facial animation, computational complexity is a fun-
damental constraint and real-time performance is often
much more important than a highly accurate facial shape
in terms of a still image. Up to now, little has been done to
simulate the aging process. It is quite cumbersome process
which is related to the change of physical structure and bi-
ological composition in body tissues. The form and values
of these changes can be measured according to face anthro-
pometry, the science dedicated to the measurement of the
human face. From this point of view our idea is derived
to simulate facial aging process based on face anthropome-
try [7, 8, 17]. Anthropometry is the biological science of hu-
man body measurement. Anthropometric evaluation begins
with the identification of particular locations on a subject,
called landmark points, defined in terms of visible or pal-
pable feature (skin or bone) on the subject. Farkas [7] used
a wide set of measurements for describing the human face.
Such measurements consist a total of�� landmark of point
for describing the face. Figure� , illustrates some of them.
The landmarks are typically identified by abbreviations of
the corresponding anatomical terms. For example, the inner
corner of the eye is “en” for endocanthion, while the top of
the flap of cartilage (the tragus) in front of the ear is “t” for
tragion. Farkas [7] included some types of facial measure-
ments, which illustrated in figure� . In figure � , ���������
refers to the shortest distance between the landmarks at the
corner of the eye,������� refers to the vertical distance be-
tween the top of the head and hairline, and� �!�"� refers to
the tangential distance from the corner of the mouth to the
tragus. If one asks the question, after passing years, how
much variations are there in the face# , and which feature
will be changed with age# . Medical face anthropometry
theory founded the answer and showed us all of the feature
which have variations with advancing years. It classified
the aging process into four groups, where each group has
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some feature variations with advancing years. More details
founded in [4, 7, 35, 21]. In this paper, a similar use of
anthropometry for facial aging animation will be discussed
from the medical point of view with the aid of quotient im-
age concept [30, 29].

Figure 1. Anthropometric Landmarks on the
face [7, 35].

Figure 2. Anthropometric Measurements [7,
35].

4 The Proposed Techniques

Face modeling and animation considering wrinkle for-
mation and aging are an aspiring goal and a challenging
task. Three main elements have to be considered in fa-
cial aging: aging wrinkles, skin texture variation and facial
shape change. This section shows how to simulate and pre-
dict aging accounting for these three elements. We shall
explore a new proposed and an effective approach for fa-
cial aging animation and wrinkle simulation. Two proposed
techniques will be introduced, one of them is for the face de-
formation and the other is for the simulation of wrinkle. Our
idea is derived from the study of the previously discussed
medical face anthropometry theory with the aid of quotient
image concept, and$&%('!) (Bidirectional Reflectance Dis-
tribution Function).

4.1. Facial Deformation Simulation Technique

As people become older their faces are subject to many
changes. For instance, The head undergoes a global re-
modeling that effects the increased marks in the size of the
face relative to cranium. Wrinkles creases, bags, and wat-
tles are developed in response to biomechanical stresses like
gravity. Progressive changes in skin texture and hair color,
as well as loss of hair (balding) also occur with advanc-
ing years. Each of these characteristics can precisely pro-
vide perceptual information about the person’s age because
each is produced by continuous changes resulted from the
physical and biomechanical stresses occurring throughout
the lifespan [13, 21]. The idea for the facial deformation
technique is based on the way of integrating such items in
order to indicate the age of a person with other aging arti-
facts. The rich description of human geometry that devel-
oped in the face anthropometry provides an invaluable re-
source for human modeling in computer graphics and other
applied areas. From face anthropometry medical point of
view, the human face can be divided into three balanced re-
gions [4, 7, 8, 21]. The first region is from the hairline to
the eyebrows, the second region is from the eyebrows to
the lower end of the nasal area, and the third region is from
the upper lip to the chin. Each region contains some fa-
cial landmark points measurements obtained from the previ-
ously discussed medical face anthropometry. With advanc-
ing years, these balance will change. For example, the hair-
line will recede, and because of the bending and stretching
in the cartilage, nose, ears, other features will have decli-
nation too, which in turn affects the overall appearance of
the face. Such change will be a function of some threshold
which is given in terms of age, sex, weight, and other pa-
rameters. For instance, there is some threshold for hair re-
ceding [6], or there is some coefficient for cartilage growth
with aging [4, 21]. Animating a familiar object from a sin-
gle image with aging or under some source of variation
requires a handle on how to capture the image space cre-
ated by that source of variation. Burson et al. [1] computed
the difference of the aligned images of a young face and
an old face. Given the image of a new neutral face to be
aged the difference image is warped and added to this new
face to make it look older. Our idea is built on such a tech-
nique. The advantage is that, instead of computing such
differences, we capture such variations from the study of
the previously discussed face anthropometry theory. There-
fore, the problem for the facial deformation technique can
be formulated mathematically with the aid of the quotient
image concept [30] as follows: Given two neutral faces*�+
and *", , such that for every point on*�+ , there is a cor-
responding point on*-, which has the same meaning like,
(eye corners, nose tip, mouth corners, etc.). Let.* + denote
the image of* + after deformations due to aging, and.* ,
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be the unknown image of the face/"0 , with the same aging
effects (deformations) as1/�2 . Since human faces have ap-
proximately the same geometrical shape, and by assuming
that these images have be aligned, then from the concept of
the quotient image technique, we have,

1/�2436587:9<;/ 2 36587:9<; = 1/"0>36587:9<;/ 0 36587:9<;?@ 1/ 0 36587:9<; = / 0 36587:9<; 1/A2B36587:9<;/A2B36587:9<; (1)

where 36587:9<; are the coordinates of the pixels in the im-

ages, and the ratiosCDFEHGJI4K L MDFEHGJI4K L M are known as the quotient im-
age. The idea of the proposed approach is to capture these
ratios with aging from the face anthropometric measure-
ments. Anthropometric measurements made a variety of
statistical investigations possible on the reliable differences
in shape across faces within a group of subjects. Subjects
have been grouped on the basis of gender, race, age, attrac-
tiveness, etc. Besides the statistics on measurements, statis-
tics on the proportions between measurements have also
been derived. These proportions give useful informations
about the correlations between features with aging process.
Means and variances for the measurements within a group
tabulated in [7, 8, 21, 35] , effectively provide a set of mea-
surements which virtually capture all of the variations that
can be occurred in the group. Taking into account the pa-
rameters of the given neutral face/"0 , and its unknown im-
age 1/"0 after deformations due to aging given in equation3ON�; , the process of our algorithm can be summarized in the
following three main steps. The first step is to identify the
landmark point measurements or features of the given face,
either manually or using some automatic method. The sec-
ond step is to capture the calculated feature change ratios

due to aging,P = CD E GJIQK LRMD(EHGJIQK LRM , obtained according to the face
anthropometry measurements [7, 8, 35]. The third step is to
compute equation3ONS; by moving the features of/ 0 , alongP , and warp the image accordingly. In our implementa-
tion, we used linear warping over the feature points De-
launay triangulation, which we can combine with a one-to-
one constraint algorithm to prevent the warped image fold-
ing [31, 32]. The process of our algorithm resembles im-
age metamorphosis (morphing) [33], but unlike morphing,
which changes the identity of the subject during the morph,
by this method the identity is maintained across the trans-
formation as it will be shown in the experimental results.

4.2. Facial Skin Texture Simulation Technique

The process of aging depends not only on the structure
of the initial face but also on many aspects’ of one’s life in-
cluding climatic, psychological and other parameters. The
complexity of facial animation is mainly due to the fact that

there is no unique model integrating all primary and sec-
ondary effects perceived on a face: each particular aspect
requires specific modeling and all aspects intersect each
other in a complicated manner. Therefore, the previously
discussed face deformation technique is not sufficient to
give us the accurate impression of the aging process. The
appearance of wrinkle due to facial expressions and aging
adds realism to the modeling and animation especially with
advancing years. This section focuses on the simulation of
facial texture such as stubble and wrinkles. The idea is
derived from the previously discussed face anthropometry
theory [7, 8, 17], the geometry of the surface bidirectional
reflectance distribution function (BRDF) [20, 22], and the
quotient image concept [30] of two coinciding objects. Two
objects PT2 and PU0 are said to be coincident, if there ex-
ists a continuous functionV from P 2 into P 0 , such that ifWJW 5 2&X 5 0 WYWFZ\[

, for 5 2A] P 2 , and V�365 2 ; = 5 0^] P 0 ,
then their average computed normal1_ defined relative to
their neighborhoods̀a3b5 2 ; , and `c365 0 ; respectively satisfy
the following condition:

WYW 1_ 365 2 ; Xd1_ 365 0 ; WJWeZgf
, wheref

, and
[

are two small positive numbers. The technique is
based on the observation that wrinkle appearance from any
of the three regions of the balance face previously discussed
in sectionhjiJN can be captured from a single image of an ob-
ject in a way independent of its surface reflectance. Then,
using the concept of quotient image given in [30], this wrin-
kle is mapped to the appearance of other face to make it look
older. In the following we will summarize the fundamental
definitions and basic notions of BRDF, quotient image con-
cept and finally introduce our proposed technique.

4.2.1 Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function
(BRDF) Overview

The bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF)
of a surface describes how light is scattered at its sur-
face [23, 20]. It completely describes the reflectance of a
surface at a single point. Its value measures the ratio of the
radiancek exiting the surface in a given direction to the
incident irradiancel at a particular wavelengthm from an
incident solid anglenQoqp about a given illumination direc-
tion [19, 20, 22]. The (BRDF) denoted byr4s , is defined
according to figuret , as follows:

rBs43buSpv7xwypv7:u4z�7xw{zS7Hm{; = kas436u4zS7Hw{zR;k p 36u p 7xw p ;�|R}�~�u p nQo p (2)

where, k s = k s K � 36u z 7xw z ;���k s K � 3bu z 7xw z ; is the re-
flected radiance which has two components, one is the
reflected radiance due to surface scatteringk s K � , and the
other componentk s K � is due to the subsurface volume
scattering. The (BRDF) is thus a function of five vari-
ables, but its domain is reduced somewhat by a symme-
try called reciprocity. Reciprocity stated that reversing
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Figure 3. Geometry of surface reflection with
normal vector � .

the lights path does not change the reflectance, that is,�B�4�6�Q�4�x�U�S�v�B�4�x�y�>�x�y�����4�Q�6�B�Q�x�y�Q�v�Q�S�x�U�B�x�{�
.

4.2.2 BRDF Quotient Image

Given two coinciding image objects� and � , the quotient
image � , is defined by the ratio of their albedo functions����H� [19]. Formally, the quotient image��� of object �
against object� , is defined by,

� � �b���v���a��� � �6�8�:�<�
�¡  �b���:�<� � (3)

where
�

and
�

are the range over the image. So, the
image �¢� depends only on the relative surface texture in-
formation and thus, is independent of illumination. This
will be clear from the following proposition which is proved
in [30].

[Proposition £ ] Given three images¤S¥ ��� ¥ �4� ¥¡¦B§ of ob-
ject ¤�¥j§ illuminated by three linearly independent light-
ing conditions, and an image¤ �>¨ § of object ¤ � § illumi-
nated by some light source

�ª©S�
, then there exists coefficients¤ � � �:� � �:� ¦ § , that satisfy,� ¨ �¬«S®�  ¥ �¯ ��° � (4)

where

¯
denotes the Cartesian product (pixel by pixel

multiplication). Moreover, the image space of object
�

is
spanned by varying the coefficients.

Now, for a given two coinciding images� and � , equa-
tion

�ª±>�
, can be rewritten relative to both� and � as fol-

lows: �B� � �6�B²v�x�y²:�v�4³��x�{³S�x�y��� ´<µ �q¶Y·:¸�¹ ºB¸O»´<¼J� ¶Y· ¼ ¹ º ¼ »R½�¾x¿�· ¼Y�TÀxÁ>¼Y� ,

and

� � � �6� ² �x� ² �v� ³ �x� ³ �H�j�Â� ´ µÃ�Ä¶Å· ¸ ¹ º ¸ »´<¼ �Â¶Y· ¼ ¹ º ¼ »R½�¾x¿�· ¼ � ÀxÁ>¼ � .

Since human faces have approximately the same geomet-
rical shape and since the two images are coincident, then
using the concept of the quotient image given by equation�bÆ��

, we have,��� �ÈÇOµÃ�Ç µÃ�®É� ½�¾x¿B· ¼J�½�¾v¿B·O¼Y� . Intuitively, the BRDF

represents for each incoming angle, the amount of light
that is scattered in each outgoing angle, where cosine can
be written as a dot product of normalized versions of the
light source vector and the normal vector. This relationship
between brightness and surface orientation is often called
Lambert’s law [26, 22]. For a Lambertian (perfectly dif-
fuse) surface, the BRDF is constant, and equal to

��ÊË , where,� À is the diffuse reflection coefficient, and the factor ofÌ is
necessary so that the BRDF is correctly normalized. From
this point of view, and since geometrically, the difference
between an old person’s skin surface and a young person’s
skin surface is that, the older one has more bumps than the
younger one, then for a diffused surface, the problem of fa-
cial skin texture (such as wrinkle) simulation can be stated
as follows: Given imagesÍ �

and Í �
of two coinciding sur-

faces Î �
and Î �

respectively, what is the new form of the
image ÏÍ �

of Î �
, if we modify its surface normalÏ� �

such
that, for two corresponding pointsÐ �ÒÑ Î �

and Ð �ÓÑ Î �
,

we have,

Ï� �>� Ð ���Â� � �4� Ð � � (5)

4.3. Wrinkle Simulation Re-Rendering Technique

In order to solve equation
�ÕÔQ�

, we will capture the facial
skin texture using the quotient image concept (Equ.

�bÆ>�
) as

follows: For any pointÐ on the diffused surfaceÎ , let � À be
its diffusion reflection coefficient,� be its normal vector atÐ , Ö denote the light direction fromÐ to the light source,× ¨

be its intensity (extension to multiple light sources is
straight forward), andØ be the direction vector fromÐ to
the viewers. Then, according to the Lambertian model, the
intensity of the pointÐ in the imageÍ is given as follows:

Í � Ð �Â� × ¨B� Ð � � � Ð � � À � Ð � Ö (6)

As discussed before, since both surfaces of the two im-
ages are coincident, (i.e.ÙJÙ Ð ��Ú Ð � ÙJÙÒÛÝÜ , where Ü is
a small positive number), this leads to the approximation× ¨ � Ð �Þ� É� × ¨ � Ð � � . Then from equations

�bÆ��
,
�ªÔ>�

, and
�bß��

, we
have:àáãâ ¶åä â »áãâ ¶åä â » ��æ�ç ¶åä â » àèqâ ¶éä â » ��Ê ¶éä â »Åêæ�ç ¶åä â » èqâ ¶éä â �HÊ ¶éä â »6»Åê�É� æ�ç ¶åäÞë:» è ëv¶éä�ë:» ��Ê ¶éä â »Åêæ�ç ¶åä â » èqâ ¶éä â » ��Ê ¶éä â »Åê ,
multiply by

��Ê ¶éä�ëO»��Ê ¶éä�ëO» , and use equation
�bß>�

, we get,

ÏÍ � � Ð � �Í �>� Ð ���¢ì Í � � Ð � � � À � Ð � �Í �Q� Ð �Þ� � À � Ð �R�&íî ÏÍ � � Ð � � ì Í � � Ð � � � À � Ð � �� À � Ð � �
(7)
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From equationïÕðQñ , the quotient image between two im-
ages is the ratio of their albedo (texture) functionsòHóÞôåõRöx÷òHóÞôåõÞø:÷ .Computer visions techniques are very useful for modeling
real world objects as well their geometric details. Zheng and
Chellappa [19] concluded that, in computer vision shape
from shading is implemented by first modeling imaging
model as a function of the surface geometry. Then surface
is reconstructed and under the given imaging model, shaded
image is generated close to the input. Therefore, in order to
calculate ò�óÞôéõ ö:÷ò�óÞôéõ�ø�÷ , we define the smoothed image ofù as
follows: úùûïåü{ñ�ýþ ÿ

� ôåõR÷
� ï��aïåü{ñ:ñvù ï��aï üyñvñ�� (8)

where, �aïåü{ñ is the neighborhood ofü , � ï��aïåü{ñ:ñ is some
kernel function of a smooth filter [34], say, a mean filter,
median filter, or Gaussian filter of the neighborhood ofü ,
and ù ï��cïåüyñvñ is the recorded intensity in the neighborhood
�aïåü{ñ of a point ü in the imageù . Let the size of�aï üyñ be
relatively small in compared with its distance to the light
source then,�
	Bïåü{ñ���
	4ï��aï üyñvñ . Assume also that���>ïåü{ñ��
� � ï��cïåüyñvñ . Thus, from equationsï��>ñ and ï���ñ , we have,

úù ï üyñ þ � � ï��aïåü{ñ:ñ��
� 	 ï��cïåü{ñ:ñ �� ïåü{ñ ýþ � � ï üyñ��
� 	 ïåü{ñ �� ï üyñ��
(9)

where,
�� ï üyñ þ�� � ôåõR÷ � ï��cïåü{ñ:ñ � ï��aï üyñvñ is the average

normal relative to�aï üyñ . Now, given imagesù�� and ù��
of two coincident surfaces� � and � � respectively, we get
from equationsï� �ñ and ï�!>ñ , that,úù � ï ü � ñúù � ï ü � ñ � � � ï ü � ñ"� 	 ïåü � ñ �� ï ü � ñ#�

�$�Qï ü%�Þñ"�
	4ïåü%� ñ �� ï ü%� ñ#� (10)

As mentioned before, since bothù�� and ù�� , are coinci-
dent, then,&'� 	 ï ü � ñ)(*� 	 ïåü � ñ,+ , and &

�� ïåü � ñ-( �� ïåü � ñ�+ . So,
equationï".0/>ñ can be rewritten as,úù � ï ü � ñúù��Bï ü%�Rñ � � � ï ü � ñ

�$�>ï ü%� ñ (11)

Substitute from equationï".1.�ñ into ïÃð4ñ , we get:

�ù��4ï ü2�Sñ3�
úù � ïåü � ñúù � ïåü � ñ ù��Bï ü%�Rñ (12)

Based on the46587:9 with quotient image concept, equa-
tion ï;.0<Qñ represents the solution of equationï�=Qñ . It shows,
how one can capture the image space created by some
source of variation from a single image with aging process.
It also shows that a smooth in the image space domain is
correspond to a smooth in the geometrical space domain
when the surface reflectance is smooth. The process of the
proposed algorithm for two given imagesù � and ù � of
coinciding shapes can be summarized in three main steps.

The first step is the identification of the landmark points
measurements or features of the given faces. The forms
and values of these measurements are computed according
to the face anthropometry theory [7, 8, 17]. The second
step is the pixel alignment through image warping [16]. In
our implementation, we used linear warping over the feature
points Delaunay triangulation, which we can combine with
a one-to-one constraint algorithm to prevent the warped im-
age folding [31, 32]. Once the alignment is done, the final
step is to compute equationï".'<Qñ via some smoothing fil-
ter. In such a step, any smoothing filters can be used, in the
implementation, we used the Gaussian as a smoothing fil-
ter due to its frequency response [34]. The effectiveness of
the Gaussian function is different for different choosing the
standard deviation sigma of the Gaussian filter. The process
of our algorithm yields images with realistic looking wrin-
kle simulation without needing to model each wrinkle as a
separate element.

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

Several simulations for facial aging animations have
been performed based on our proposed techniques. Fig-
ures > and = show two facial aging animations using the
facial deformation technique. Figure� , demonstrates more
expressive and convincing facial aging animations with dif-
ferent sigma value of the Gaussian filter by combining the
facial deformation and the wrinkle simulation techniques.
From the experimental results, one can see that in com-
pared with image metamorphosis (morphing) [33], the neu-
tral face identity is maintained during the animation as dis-
cussed in the last paragraph of section>@?A. .

Figure 4. Facial aging animation results by
facial deformation technique.
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Figure 5. Another Facial aging animation re-
sults by facial deformation technique.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Modeling and rendering of wrinkle simulation with hu-
man skin aging animation are difficult tasks and challenging
problems. Many different approaches have been proposed
for facial aging animation. This paper presented a new and
effective image modeling techniques for such an animation
based on the medical face anthropometry theory and the
concept of quotient image technique. Two proposed tech-
niques have been introduced, one for the facial deformation,
and the other for the wrinkle simulation. The advantages of
the proposed techniques over the previous proposed meth-
ods are given as follows. First, the proposed techniques are
efficient in time complexity, simple to implement, and reli-
able in which they require only one source image without a
need to collect a lot of images. Second, they are local. By
local we mean that, wrinkling effects caused by deforma-
tions are confined the deformed areas. Third, they provide
a simple way to capture the geometrical details founded in
images without any constraints and map them smoothly to
other images. Finally, their computations are fast enough
for an interactive environment. On the other hand, the pro-
cess of aging is the complex one. It depends not only on the
structure of the initial face but also on many aspects of one’s
life, including climatic, psychological and other parameters.
Consequently, for more realistic visual aging effects, further
research effort is still needed. Our future work will focus
on two categories. First, we would like to extend our algo-
rithm based on spherical Wavelets [25] by using what they
refer to as a lifting scheme. Second, investigating the work
of [24], and extend our algorithm for facial aging anima-
tion using fractal theory. Fractal theory has the property of
self-similarity which is similar to the aging process.

Figure 6. Facial aging animation results by
combining wrinkle simulation and facial de-
formation techniques.
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